NOTES:

1. Saw cut edges must be straight and clean.
2. Patches must be square or rectangular with (4) straight sides.
3. Final surface course must be flush with the edge of existing pavement, vertically and horizontally, with no spillover of asphalt or tack coat.
4. Care must be taken not to damage integrity or appearance of surrounding pavement. If damaged, the entire surface patch must be expanded to cover damages.
5. All street striping impacted by the repairs must be replaced to City of Durham and/or D.O.T. standards.
6. Proper traffic control and plating of the road during cure time for flowable fill must be conducted appropriately and to the City, State, and Federal standards.
7. The maximum time to complete the full repair shall not exceed (10) working days.
8. For smaller repairs, surface asphalt may be substituted for base course, but must be compacted in 2" to 2.5" lifts.
9. When placing flowable fill over coarse stone, place a separation fabric on top of stone before pouring.